Distributed or parallel software with synchronous communication via rendezvous is found in client-server systems and in proposed Open Distributed Systems, in implementation environments such as Ada, V, Remote Procedure Call systems, in Transputer systems, and in speci cation techniques such as CSP, CCS and LOTOS. The delays induced by rendezvous can cause serious performance problems, which are not easy to estimate using conventional models which focus on hardware contention, or on a restricted view of the parallelism which ignores implementation constraints. Stochastic Rendezvous Networks are queueing networks of a new type which have been proposed as a modelling framework for these systems. They incorporate the two key phenomena of included service and a second phase of service. This paper extends the model to also incorporate di erent services or entries associated with each task. Approximations to arrival-instant probabilities are employed with a Mean-Value Analysis framework, to give approximate performance estimates. The method has been applied to moderately large industrial software systems.
Introduction 2 Stochastic Rendezvous Network (SRN) Models
In an SRN model, entities called \tasks" represent hardware or software objects which may execute concurrently. A single task does not have any internal concurrency. Tasks have random (i.e. data-dependent) execution times and communications patterns, and they communicate by messages in a request-wait-reply sequence which models a rendezvous. Figure 1 describes the sequence. The task which sends the message is the client, and is said to request the rendezvous; it blocks in the \rendezvous delay" until it gets the reply. The receiving or server task is said to accept the request, and executes two or more phases. The rst phase is a service phase, and is similar to service given in a queueing network. The second and later phases are autonomous phases in which the server task acts completely on its own, after being \launched" by the rst phase. The two features which distinguish an SRN from a queueing network are 1. the second and subsequent phases of autonomous behaviour, 2. the fact that during any phase the server may act as a client requesting service from a third task, a lower level server. The associated delay is termed included service. Some software systems use only a subset of the full rendezvous pattern shown in Figure 1 :
The standard Remote Procedure Call (RPC) has no second phase. However an RPC server may be implemented with a second phase to do house-keeping work such as deleting bu ers and closing les after the reply, so as to delay the RPC client as little as possible.
In the hardware rendezvous implemented in the Transputer and exploited by the Occam language there is no rst phase, only an exchange of parameters which is equivalent to a request immediately followed by a reply. The rendezvous in the speci cation languages CSP, CCS and LOTOS are similar. CSP also permits a more general rendezvous among three or more processes, which is excluded in the SRN. In V the rendezvous is implemented by send and reply messages, as shown here, and in Ada there is a procedure-like semantics with the same e ect. SRNs are particularly close to the semantics of Ada.
In any system, a software process requests processor service by joining a ready-to-run queue as a client to the processor, which takes the role of server. In an SRN the processor is represented as a task, nominally without a second phase. However second phase processing could be used to model scheduling overhead, before the next software application task can begin service. Figure 1 does not show any delays in transferring messages, however the model in Section 3 does include a communications delay.
Entries
A server may provide more than one service, or it may provide service with di erent performance parameters for di erent clients. Consider the example shown in Figure 2 , which represents data storage/retrieval servers for a real-time system. Six client tasks are shown, in two groups of three. Each group makes retrieval and update requests from its own local data server, LocalServA or LocalServB; if the request cannot be handled locally it is forwarded to the global server GlobalServer. Di erent services are o ered by di erent entries. Retrievals are handled by`GET' entries in phase 1, with the data returned in the reply, while updates are handled by the UPDATE entries as phase-2 work, after con rming the data handover in a reply. Each entry thus has its own parameters for execution and communications. This system was implemented in the laboratory on a multiprocessor with a real-time kernel. Measurements on it show that in practice, execution for context switching and message handling ensures that the GET entries also have phase 2 execution, and UPDATE entries have signi cant phase-1 execution. Figure 3 gives another example of entries, showing a system with two client tasks and two levels of servers. In this case there is no strict layering of services. Application 1 consists of Tasks 1 and 3, where 3 is a server to 1; Application 2 has a single task 2. Both applications use server tasks 4 and 5 (server A and server B), and server A sometimes itself uses server B. Tasks 1 and 2 drive the system by cycling perpetually and never wait for input; this makes The notation in Figures 2 and 3 represents each task by a parallelogram, which may be divided internally into separate entries. Inside each entry in square brackets is a list of average phase execution times, and attached to each arc in round brackets is a list of mean numbers of messages sent, in each phase of the sending task. Processors are not represented explicitly because each task has its own processor; processors are discussed at greater length in Section 3. The explicit model for separate entries within a task is the principal contribution of this paper.
Related Research
Classical queueing models as described in 11, 30] estimate contention by independent tasks for the devices of a system. They have been extended by various authors using approximations such as ow-equivalent aggregation methods and surrogate delays to determine the delays due to passive resources; de Souza e Silva et al 33, 34] Net 20, 21] . This involves direct Markov Chain techniques which, as is frequently pointed out, are often impractical because of state explosion. Some work has been done on decomposition to overcome this problem, for example by Ciardo and Trivedi 7] .
Compared to Petri Nets, the SRN framework is at a higher level of abstraction. Queueing and synchronization involving intertask messages are implicit, so a given model can be stated much more compactly. The SRN thus applies the concepts of queueing networks, which have been of great power in modelling hardware servers, to software and hardware servers together.
Previous papers on SRNs de ned the active server concept 6], and analyzed a \basic" SRN in which every task has its own processor 3]. Processor contention was examined in 19], and priorities for tasks on processors in 18]. Special considerations for pipelines of tasks were given in 5]. These papers all contributed to developing a distinctive approximation loosely based on Mean Value Analysis for queueing networks, adapted to deal with two phase service and included service. Other authors have examined models partly equivalent to SRNs. Agrawal and Buzen's \Aggregate Server Method" 29] models clients with included service but only a single level of servers (plus a third level for processors). Rolia's \Lazy Boss Method" 15] allows any number of levels of servers, cycles in the request graph and priorities. He mapped the SRN onto a queueing network and used MVA directly, with good results. However he did not include the second phase of service or task entries. His \Method of Layers" 16] incorporates many of the features of the present work but requires a strict layering of the servers (servers can only use servers in the next layer down), which we do not. Fontenot also examined a single open queue in which the server obtained included service at a second queue in 22]. There were no second phases of service, and his methods do not generalize to networks. Recently Petriu and Woodside reported an improved waiting time calculation developed speci cally for SRNs, from decomposition of a Markovian model for clients at a single server 26], 8]. It is built upon, and makes use of the modelling framework described here. Unfortunately it is not applicable to some important cases such as priority queues or to the \independent phases" de ned in Section 3.
The main novelty in the present work is the modelling of entries to tasks in combination with second phases and included service, the uniform treatment of processors as pseudo-tasks, and the uniform modelling of priorities of various kinds. Entries signi cantly complicate the analysis over that given in 3] because they are analogous to multiple classes of service with di erent service times and with FIFO queueing.
The model and notation are de ned in Section 3, including a transformation to describe processors by equivalent pseudo-tasks. Section 4 describes the throughput approximations. Section 5 states the SRN algorithm for calculating the solution, and discusses its complexity and accuracy. Sections 6 and 7 describe two additions to the algorithm, to deal with very unbalanced entries and with priorities.
A Formal Model
The SRN model with entries can be described under four headings: tasks, entries, phases, and throughputs.
1. Tasks: a task is an object which has a single thread of control (no internal concurrency) and which can initiate or accept service requests. There are three types of task as indicated in Figure 3 : pure clients, numbered in this paper as tasks 1 to R, only initiate requests. They represent independent application software tasks, and are analogous to customers in a queueing network. active servers, tasks R + 1 to K, accept requests and also initiate them. pure servers, tasks K + 1, . . . N T , only accept requests and are analogous to servers in a queueing network, except that they may have second phases. A task may model a software process or a hardware device; a processor always maps to a pure server. When a software task runs on its own private processor then it and the processor are modelled as a single \task" object. 2. Entries: an entry is a subdivision of a task corresponding to a particular service.
Messages are addressed to entries, and each entry has its own execution parameters. An entry corresponds to the Ada notion of entry, or to the notion of a \method" of an object in Smalltalk. a request to entry e goes into a single queue common to all entries of the task. a server task (active server or pure server) executes in a loop as follows:
(i) examine the message queue and select one message according to the queue discipline,
(ii) if it is for entry e, execute entry e until completed.
a pure client task implicitly has just one entry which it executes in an in nite loop. For simplicity entries 1 to R are taken to be the single entries of the corresponding pure client tasks 1 to R. Entries R + 1; : : : ; N are associated with server tasks.
E(i) = the set of entries for task i (e.g. in Figure 3 , E(5) = f6; 7g) T (e) = the task for entry e (e.g. in Figure 3 , T (6) = 5) S(e) = the set of sibling entries to entry e, including itself. That is S(e) = E(T(e)); in Figure 3 , S(6) = f6; 7g. E = the set of all entries T = the set of all tasks.
A task in fact is just a collection of entries, with a message queue. 
The coe cients and are determined by applying Gaussian elimination to the set of equations (3) above. other rates of message transfer in the model are de ned as follows: ed = rate of messaging from entry e to entry d = e Y ed .
T !T ij = rate from task i to task j = P e2E (i);d2E(j) ed , for i 6 = j.
T !E id = rate from task i to entry d = P e2E (i) ed , for i 6 = T (d).
E!T ej = rate from entry e to task j = P d2E (j) ed , for T (e) 6 = j.
because the \pure client" tasks loop forever, their throughputs are given by r = 1=X r r = 1; : : : ; R (5) where r is the label of both the task and of its single entry, as described earlier.
Processor Transformation
A processor is modelled by a pure server task which accepts requests for execution from the entries of the tasks assigned (statically) to it. To avoid ambiguity this discussion will refer to it as a`pseudo-task', but in the model it is a task like any other. The entries of the tasks assigned to it request execution one slice at a time, and each request and execution is modelled in the SRN as a rendezvous between the requesting task and the processor pseudotask. The task sends a ready-to-run`message' to the processor, and the`reply' comes when the execution slice is completed. Thus, the execution time of the software is transferred to the processor pseudo-task. Because the ( e; p) may all be di erent, each one has a separate entry (e; p) in the pseudo-task with s 1 = ep . When a task i is assigned to a processor modelled by pseudo-task j, the following transformation is carried out for each phase (e; p) executed by task i: i) de ne entry (e; p) in pseudo-task j for each phase (e; p) of task i, and an arc from e to for its processing requests. (6) which is the mean number of processing slices in phase (e; p). This assumes that a processor scheduling is always performed between phases.
iii) if s ep is the execution demand by (e; p), compute ep from it using equation (2). Set s ep = 0 and s 1 = ep , to associate the execution with the processor rather than the software. Pseudo-task j is a pure server, and entry (e; p) has only phase 1. If a task is assigned alone to its own processor, there is no processor contention to be determined, and therefore there is nothing to be gained by modelling the processor separately. In these cases, the processor and the task are modelled together as a single SRN task, and the transformation is not applied. Whenever task i (in software) is allocated to a processor modelled by pseudo-task j, de ne P (i) = the pseudo-task modelling the processor for i; P (i) = j. T (j) = the set of software tasks allocated to j. If j does not model a processor then T (j) is empty, and if a task i has its own processor then P (i) = i.
Figure 5(a) shows an example with one task on processor 1, and two tasks which share processor 2. Figure 5 (b) shows the result of the processor transformation, with the new task T 4 being a pseudo-task to represent processor 2. Notice how T 4 has an entry for each phase of each entry of each task assigned to the processor.
Two Graphs Associated with an SRN
An SRN model (after the Processor Transformation) can be summarized by an SRN Entry Graph whose nodes are entries labelled by phases with workload parameters s ep , and with directed arcs labelled by tra c parameters y edp .
From the SRN Entry Graph a second graph can be derived, termed the Task Request Graph, with a node for each task and a directed arc from node i to node j if any entry e in task i sends requests to any entry d in task j. This graph is used to determine the order of computation in the algorithm of Section 5.
Figures 4(a) and (b) show the two graphs corresponding to Figure 3 . There is an implicit constraint on the Task Request Graph that no arc may go from node i to itself, and we also restrict our attention to acyclic graphs. If the graph is acyclic then the system is free of so-called`rendezvous deadlocks', characterized by a circular chain of blocked tasks.
Contention Delays at Tasks and Processors
The de nitions and relationships given above provide a framework for the performance calculation. The key missing element is the queueing delays when messages are sent to tasks, or when tasks are ready to run on processors. The following outline links this missing part together with the parts already described, to give a calculation for throughputs:
1. the parameters 0e , s ep and y edp are the inputs to the calculation, 2. determine the contention delays (as described in this section), 3. from them, determine the mean request-response delays t ed , 4. determine the phase service times x ep from t ed and (1), 5. determine the throughputs of pure client tasks, from X r and (5), 6 . determine other entry throughputs, from (4).
Because each step takes inputs computed at other steps, iteration is applied to steps 2{6.
Before the algorithm is stated the contention calculation in step 2 will be developed, in two stages. The rst stage adapts various MVA concepts which are conventional for FIFO queues to SRNs, in terms of certain arrival-instant probabilities. The following stage gives approximations for these probabilities.
Queueing Delay for FIFO Queueing
We will now consider t ab introduced in (1), giving the delay between sending a message from a to b and receiving the response. The task T (b) has a single queueing discipline covering all its entries, but di erent clients may see di erent mean delays. Let w F I F O ab be the mean FIFO waiting seen by entry a sending a message to entry b, not including service, while its service time by T (b) is x b1 , the duration of phase 1 before the reply is sent to a. These two components add up to t ab de ned above, and for FIFO queueing give:
When a task i is blocked while a message waits at server task j, we will refer to task i or its entry e as being either \in the queue" or being \at the server". The waiting part w The probabilities of InService and InQueue will be estimated in the next section. The residual service term V (a; b; d; p) may be found as follows. First, it will be assumed that V depends only on the entry and phase which is executing at the arrival instant, and not on the identity of the arriving message or the entry to which it is addressed. Second, the Mean Residual Life, as de ned in Renewal Theory, will be used for phase (d; p) { call it MRL(x dp ). Thus:
V (a; b; d; p) MRL(x dp ) +
The MRL term depends on the detailed time-structure of a phase, for which there are two important cases: Markov phases proceed in a sequence of independent decisions made at the end of each execution slice, to end the phase there or to send another message. For this structure, and assuming exponential subintervals for task blocking, it was shown in 3] that:
MRL(x dp ) x dp + X e y dep t 2 de x dp (Markov phases) :
Then V (a; b; d; p) x dp + X e y dep t 2 de x dp
x du (Markov phases) : (11) independent phases have independent values for the execution slices and for each message count y dep . In this case it is straightforward to extend the model to allow execution slices with general distributions and coe cient of variation c dp for phase p of entry d, to go with the mean value dp . The variance of the entire phase is V ar(x dp ). Blocking delays are assumed to be exponential and the various components of the phase are independent, from which it is easy to show that V ar(x dp ) = c 2 dp s 2 dp Then MRL(x dp ) = (x 2 dp + V ar(x dp ))=2x dp (Independent phases) : (12) V (a; b; d; p) = (x 2 dp + V ar(x dp ))=2x dp + P d X u=p+1
x du (Independent phases) : (13) At this point an MVA equation for the contention delay is established in terms of the unknown probabilities of the arrival-instant events InService and InQueue de ned above; these will now be considered.
Arrival-Instant Probabilities
The probabilities of the events InService(a; b; c; d; p) and InQueue(a; b; c; d) de ned previously will now be approximated in terms of other quantities. The arrival-instant probabilities are a ected by the fact that the arriving message comes from a particular task i and entry a; the discussion below also assumes that the message is sent to task j (j 6 = i), entry b, and that entry c of task k can also send messages to entry d of task j. When task i is blocked while a message waits at server task j, we will refer to task i or its entry e as being \in the queue" or being \at the server".
The calculation uses the following steady state probabilities: cd x dp = steady-state probability that task j is serving a message sent from c to d, and is in phase p. In this terminology the second and later phases are described as \serving" the message that started the rst phase.
cd w cd = steady-state probability that a message sent from c to d is in the queue at task j, awaiting service.
U ijp = steady-state probability that task j is serving a message from task i, and is in phase p, = P a2E (i);b2E(j) ab x bp U ij = steady-state probability that task j is serving a message from task i = P p U ijp U j = steady-state probability that task j is busy = P i U ij . Naive estimates of the arrival-instant probabilities could be made by using the steadystate probabilities for the conditions at task T (b), not conditioned on an arrival instant of a message from a to b. As de ned above, these are ProbfInService(a; b; c; d; p)g = cd x dp (naive)
ProbfInQueue(a; b; c; d)g = cd w cd (naive)
As is also done in queueing network Mean Value Analysis, better approximations will be constructed below by modifying these values to account for the sender of the message. However because of blocking, included service and second phases, and the association of entries of the same task, the approximations are di erent from those in queueing networks. The approach adopted was to consider how the ow rates cd , as they occur in (14) and (15) , are modi ed by the fact that entry a is blocked with a message to entry b. For example, if c is any entry from the same task, or any entry which requires a or one of its sibling entries to be blocked, then it cannot`arrive' at task j. Some arrival rates become zero, while others are modi ed, and the phenomenon is termed the`interlocking' of entry arrival rates. An analysis is given in Appendix A, leading to a modi ed e ective`arrival-instant' ow rate approximation (ab) cd which is used in place of cd . The de nition is: Other factors will be introduced in the detailed derivation of the probabilities, case by case. We can distinguish between the`service state' events InService and the`queue state' events InQueue, and also between events which are`overtaking' and`non-overtaking'. The cases and the probabilities are now derived.
(1) Service State Probabilities for`Overtaking' Events (c 2 S(a), p > 1)
A message arrival is an overtaking event if it is an arrival to a task which is busy executing a second (or later) phase which was initiated earlier by a message from the same sending task i. This can only occur when there are second phases, and does not occur in queueing networks. Since overtaking analysis only considers the behaviour of the arriving task, interlocking is not a factor. An analysis of the probability of overtaking is given in Appendix B with the result: OT as the probability of all overtaking events together, when a message from a arrives at b:
ProbfInService(a; b; c; d; p)g : (17) (2) Service State Probabilities for`Non-Overtaking' Events (c 6 
S(a))
In non-overtaking cases the InService events will now be considered. The arrivals which are not overtaking have probability (1 ? P (a;b)
OT ), and are divided between events which see task j serving a message from some entry c 6 2 S(a), and events which nd task j idle. Beginning from (14) , including interlocking, and conditioning the probability on the fact that these arrivals do not occur while j is serving a message from i, we obtain: Second, the probability that any other entry c from some other task k is in the queue is reduced by the fact that neither a nor any of its siblings can be in service, at the arrival instant. The queueing probability for task k is therefore reduced in proportion to 1 ?
Probfj is serving i in phase 1g
Probfj is busy but not serving k in phase 1g = 1 ? U ij1 (U j ? U kj1 ) : (19) Taking these factors together we have the approximation for c 6 ) : (20) This completes the information necessary to determine a solution.
The SRN Algorithm
The following algorithm assembles the foregoing relationships into an iterative calculation for the performance of an SRN: 1. Carry out the processor transformation to create tasks to represent processors which have co-allocated tasks. 2. Determine a total ordering of the entries such that, if there is an arc from i to j, then all entries in j precede all entries in i in the ordering. If such an ordering cannot be found, there is a cycle in the Task Request Graph and the system may have a rendezvous deadlock due to a waiting loop of tasks in phase 1. The analysis should not proceed. (a) for each task i, in the order found at step 1, apply (1) and (7) (b) compute w ab , using (8) for FIFO queueing, or (21) or (22) for priority queueing at T (b). 6. Convergence Test: if throughputs r are all su ciently close to the previous iteration, stop. Otherwise repeat from step 4. 7. Results are throughputs r , mean waiting times w ab , entry service times x ep and X e , and entry and task utilizations. In practice, the algorithm was always used with the Fast Coupling heuristic described later; however the description of this heuristic has been postponed to make the algorithm more understandable. The delay at a Poisson arrival point is calculated using an equivalent M/G/1 model for the task which is the arrival point, using the service time and mean residual life found from the SRN solution.
Complexity
The overall complexity of the algorithm presented in this paper is dependent on the computational complexity of each iteration as well as the number of iterations required. Analysis of the mean number of operations required per iteration is presented rst. Let N = Total number of entries in the model, P = Mean number of phases per entry, Table 1 .
If N is variable and P , Q, Z, are roughly constant then in our experience the complexity per iteration grows only slightly faster than N. Although the computation of the e parameters take of the order of N 2 operations, the constant of proportionality for this term is very small. Thus for moderate N (say, less than about 100), the complexity of each iteration is dominated by terms which are linear in N. For a given N the software architecture of the system as represented by Q and Z can also have signi cant impact on the complexity of each iteration.
The number of iterations also increases with N, but in our experience the increase is small, much less than linear in N. The actual solution time experienced with the algorithm, for the system in Figure 3 and Table 2 , was about one second on a SUN Sparcstation. For a large model with about 80 tasks (each with a single entry), an early version of the algorithm converged in about ten times longer.
Since each computation also requires storage, and all the intermediate computations are stored, the space complexity is of the same order as the time complexity.
Experience and Accuracy
Proof of convergence of this algorithm is an open question. However in practice it has given no di culty provided an under-relaxation strategy used previously in 3] was applied. Service time updates were computed for each iteration as shown in the SRN algorithm, but only half of the change in each service time was applied, i.e. x new = :5 (x old + x computed ). Convergence typically required 10{20 iterations.
Three types of experience will be described. First, a large set of models with R client tasks accessing one server with R entries (each client accessing its own entry) were solved exactly by Markovian analysis, and approximately. The mean absolute value of the percent error, averaged over all client throughputs in 35 examples with widely assorted parameter values, was for 3 clients, error = 8.0% for 4 clients, error = 9.6% for 5 clients, error = 9.3%. Considering that these experiments have FIFO queueing and have entries with widely different mean service times (up to a ratio of 50:1) as well as second-phase e ects, these errors are acceptable, although we could wish they were smaller.
The second set of experiments was run on the system of Figure 3 , which has second-level service and`interlocking' e ects. The approximation was compared to simulation results. Table 2 shows 10 cases with four processors and a variety of parameter values, while Table 3 shows the same 10 cases with just two processors. In carrying out the processor transformation described in Section 3, each processor with co-allocated tasks is represented by an extra task, however the parameters shown in Table 3 are the values before the transformation. Error magnitudes are similar to those described earlier.
Results against Lab Measurements
The third experiment is a comparison to measurement data for a multiprocessor implementation of the data-server system shown in Figure 2 . The client tasks are intended to represent real-time tasks such as robot controllers or communications processors, accessing and updating parameters stored in the data servers (such as workstep data, or connection and route information). The data servers store all the information in main memory for speed, so there are no disk servers in the model. Data is stored in a binary tree in each server, and this tree is searched for updates and retrievals. The implementation was made with a real-time kernel which carries out rendezvous with messages, on a 12-processor VME bus computer. The execution times shown in Figure 2 are the measured values for s ep , in terms of a clock in the measurement subsystem (one clock unit is 50.5 micro sec.), and the message parameters on the arcs are those that were used in the experiments. Approximately 6000 responses were gathered for each value of x, the client task execution time. The model used the independent phase calculation (12) and (13) for MRL. The performance results are shown in Table 4 . The smaller values of x nearly saturate the servers, and at these values the model underestimates the throughputs by nearly 13%; for larger x the accuracy is better.
Results with Communications Delays
In a network there are extra delays associated with transmitting messages between nodes. Part of this extra delay is extra processing at the source or destination, which must be Figure 3 , by the SRN Algorithm, with Four Processors (tasks 1, 3 and 4 each on its own processor, and task 2 co-allocated with task 5).
Case Parameters (Di erences from the Throughput (/sec.) % Error values shown in Figure 3) by simulation approx. (with 95% conf. int.) A1 (Parameters as in Figure 3 included in the task service times, and part is delay \in the network", represented by the mean delay parameter de ned in Section 3. This delay is an approximation representing front end network adapter board processing, local network delays for transmission, token circulation or retransmission, and forwarding delays between parts of larger networks. Distributed clientserver applications are commonly on local networks where may be quite small, signi cantly less than other delays such as the higher-layer protocol processing. Various values of up to 0.1, or 10% of the baseline service time values, were used with the rst example in the \second set" of experiments mentioned above (and described in Tables 2 and 3 ). An exponential delay of mean was introduced into the exact model, which was solved by a Markov analysis. The errors of approximation were virtually unchanged, as shown in Table 5 . When became very large however, accuracy did deteriorate to error values above 20% when = 10:0 sec., which is ten times the baseline service time. Figure 3 , by the SRN Algorithm, with Two Processors. (Processor 1 has tasks 1, 3, 4 and processor 2 has tasks 2 and 5). Case Parameters (Di erences from the Throughput (/sec.) % Error values shown in by simulation approx. Figure 3) (with 95% conf. int.) B1 (Parameters as in Figure 3 Figure 3 , with parameters corresponding to case A1 of Table 2 and case B1 of 6 Priority Queueing
Priorities have been introduced into the SRN model as priorities between the entries of a task. This is exible and powerful. For example if priorities apply between tasks which share a processor, the priorities are modelled at the corresponding entries of the processor pseudo-task. A task's priority at the processor can also be made to depend on the entry, which can be used to model dynamic priorities and priority inheritance. Finally a priority discipline can be imposed between entries of an ordinary software task, giving priority to the messages coming to certain entries. The notation e d is used for`entry e is of higher priority than entry d', or e d for`higher or equal priority'. For non pre-emptive priority queueing (denoted NP) the waiting for tasks present at the arrival-instant will be denoted by w ab . It is de ned by the same sum as (8) for For pre-emptive priority (denoted P P ) the waiting for tasks present at the arrival-instant is denoted by w ab . w ab is found using (8) (22) Priorities: Results and Accuracy
The priority algorithm was evaluated against simulations on a set of 41 cases with preemptive priority at processors, which seems to be the case of greatest practical interest. The results were mixed, with substantial errors in some cases, which has also been the experience of other MVA calculations for prioritiy queues. 16 cases had mean throughput errors which were all less than 10%, while there were 17 cases with some errors between 10 and 20%, and 8 cases with still larger errors. Some cases had low-priority tasks with small throughputs which were very substantially underestimated. Better results were obtained with the more elaborate approximation described in ( 18] , Eq. (18)), which however was not included here partly for reasons of space and partly for uniformity of treatment.
Fast Coupling Heuristic
There exist extreme cases combining very unbalanced entry service time and also unbalanced client delays, in which the algorithm as described above is de cient. A classic example has two client tasks with entries 1 and 2 and a single server task with entries 3 and 4. Client 1 with service time s 12 sends requests only to entry 3, with service time s 31 and no second phase; client 2 sends only to entry 4 with corresponding times s 22 This problem also arises in MVA for queueing networks, in particular in Reiser's approximation for FIFO queues with interclass service time variability in 28]. Because there are no second phases or included service intervals in this model, Reiser's algorithm itself can be applied directly. It uses three steps. The rst two calculate the server utilization with only task 1, which gives 0.5, and with only task 2, which again gives 0.5. The third step computes the waiting times for the full system. Using the notation of this paper within Reiser's algorithm, they are found to be: Re ection shows that Reiser's analysis ignores the fact that task 1 with fast coupling returns to the server many times during a single absence of task 2. Because task 2 is away from the server for so long, the interference e ect on task 1 is greatly reduced.
The following simple and novel heuristic correction to Reiser's algorithm was found to be quite e ective on these cases. It is based on the fact that interference in a FIFO queue is limited by relative arrival rates, by the following bound:
Probfentry a nds task k at task jg is an entry-to-task rate. Essentially this bound says, \if k goes to d less often, then a must nd it there less often, either in service or in the queue". This bound has also been used in 23] to nd throughput bounds for rendezvous networks. If all service times are phase 1 and equal, as in FIFO queues in product-form queueing networks, this inequality is automatically satis ed. In our case we can express it (with a little re-arrangement) as (23) To force abk 1, an adjustment was inserted after all the ProbfInServiceg and ProbfInQueueg values were calculated as described in step 4(a) of the algorithm. Just before computing V at the end of step 4(a), the adjustment was made by computing abk according to (23) . if abk > 1, divide each ProbfInServiceg and ProbfInQueueg by abk , to force abk (after the modi cation) to be unity. On the two-client example which began this section, this approach gives the values 1 = 0:251 and 2 = 0:00499, which are almost exact. For practical calculation, to avoid the sharp nonlinearity at = 1 which sometimes made the iteration unstable, the probabilities were multiplied by a smooth function sat( ) = 1=(1+ n ) 1=n instead of dividing by , with a large value of n.
Conclusions
The Stochastic Rendezvous Network model incorporates the multiphase behavior of software, with synchronous (in-rendezvous) and asynchronous (post-rendezvous) phases. The model has been extended here to handle tasks with distinct entries. A systematic study of arrivalinstant cases has been described to give contention probabilities for a Mean Value Analysis algorithm. Earlier models involving processor contention and priorities have been uni ed with the treatment of entries.
The model is solved more quickly (often hundreds of times more quickly) than a Timed Petri Net or a simulation, at the cost of an approximation error which (at least for nonpriority systems) is usually less than 15%. Results consist of mean throughputs e for entries, i for tasks, utilizations U i for tasks, and response delays w ed between entries. For moderate sized systems the space complexity and the time complexity per iteration are predominantly linear in the number of entries for small and middle-sized systems, although there is a quadratic term with a small coe cient that will eventually become important in large models.
The algorithm tends to underestimate the throughput, although some throughputs are overestimated. The tendency may be due to assumptions that some distributions (e.g. waiting times) are exponential, or that arrivals are independent.
The advantages of the SRN model (compared to Petri Nets or Markov Chains) are: its high level of abstraction, its explicit treatment of rendezvous delays, the uniform treatment of hardware and software contention, and a fast iterative approximate solution technique. The present version of the model assumes exponential random execution times, random messaging, independent rendezvous, tasks which always accept messages on any entry, and FIFO, non-preemptive or preemptive-resume priority queueing.
It is assumed here that every task i is ready to accept requests on all entries at all times. If this is not the case, if the entry may be`closed' on a guard condition, then throughput can be a ected. In practice there are many ways that guards can be controlled. It is easy to model speci c examples, such as guards to control input and output from a bounded bu er, but we know no model for the more general situation.
One kind of guard that can be modelled here is a guard which is used to provide e ective priorities between entries of a task. Here the priority is identi ed directly in the model as a non-preemptive priority discipline for the entries of the task.
Computational Tools
The implementation of the algorithm is available by itself, and also within a prototype software tool called TimeBench, and in a spreadsheet-style tool for PCs, which displays tasks in a table by processor allocation and priority.
We gratefully acknowledge the help of the anonymous referees. Greg Franks programmed the algorithms and made many helpful comments. Jerzy Miernyk contributed to earlier versions of this work and his in uence is still present. Contention at arrival instants or while a task is blocked is sometimes reduced by dependencies among the message ows which can be traced back to a common source. When the common source stimulates one ow by sending a message, it becomes blocked in a rendezvous and is thus unable to stimulate other ow components. In such a case an arrival which is part of one ow will see the other ow components as being reduced, or cut o . The ow components which are cut o are \locked out" by the blocking of the common source, and the two ows are described as interlocked.
Interlocking is accounted for by de ning a modi ed e ective ow rate for competing messages: Two-layer interlocking is illustrated in Figure 6 . Task a is the upper layer, and task c is the lower layer. When task 1 sends to entry 3, task 2 is either idle, or executing on its own, but it never has a message for entry d (because y cd2 = 0). Task 2 does send messages to entry d but only when task 1 is blocked at task 2 waiting for a reply, so in these cases task 1 never competes. Thus although there are two ows of messages to task 3 no message ever nds task 3 busy in phase 1 (however, they may nd it busy in phase 2). A partial interlocking in which only a fraction of the competing ow is locked out, is a more general situation. For example if y cd2 = y cd1 then the messages from task 1 would see only half the ow from task 2 locked out.
Two-layer interlocking e ects take two forms. From the point of view of entry a sending to b the ow from c to d is send interlocked if a or some sibling of a sends to c. This is the situation in Figure 6 . De ne the interlocked rate of c, relative to a, as (26) All ow rates cd used to compute ProbfInService(a; b; c; d; p)g with p = 1 were replaced by (ab) cd , to incorporate two-layer interlocking e ects. Send and receive interlock cannot occur simultaneously as it would imply a phase 1 cycle in the task communications graph.
The calculation follows these steps: if c is send interlocked with a,
cd is found from (24) , (25) .
if c is receive interlocked with a, (ab) cd is found from (24), (26) .
else, (ab) cd = cd . The e ects included here are only the two-level e ects, which appear to be the most common. More complex dependencies exist and a more complete approach would have to include them.
The same interlocking constraints continue to operate on the ows which may occur after arrival while entry a is blocked in the queue at b. Therefore these expressions for the competing ows are used in the priority queueing calculations, as well as in the arrival-instant analysis. 
